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QUESTION 1

The new version of your containerized application has been tested and is ready to deploy to production on Google
Kubernetes Engine. You were not able to fully load-test the new version in pre-production environments, and you need
to make sure that it does not have performance problems once deployed. Your deployment must be automated. What
should you do? 

A. Use Cloud Load Balancing to slowly ramp up traffic between versions. Use Cloud Monitoring to look for performance
issues. 

B. Deploy the application via a continuous delivery pipeline using canary deployments. Use Cloud Monitoring to look for
performance issues. and ramp up traffic as the metrics support it. 

C. Deploy the application via a continuous delivery pipeline using blue/green deployments. Use Cloud Monitoring to look
for performance issues, and launch fully when the metrics support it. 

D. Deploy the application using kubectl and set the spec.updateStrategv.type to RollingUpdate. Use Cloud Monitoring to
look for performance issues, and run the kubectl rollback command if there are any issues. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://cloud.google.com/architecture/implementing-deployment-and-testing-strategies-on-
gke#perform_a_bluegreen_deployment 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has a new security initiative that requires all data stored in Google Cloud to be encrypted by customer-
managed encryption keys. You plan to use Cloud Key Management Service (KMS) to configure access to the keys. You
need to follow the "separation of duties" principle and Google-recommended best practices. What should you do?
(Choose two.) 

A. Provision Cloud KMS in its own project. 

B. Do not assign an owner to the Cloud KMS project. 

C. Provision Cloud KMS in the project where the keys are being used. 

D. Grant the roles/cloudkms.admin role to the owner of the project where the keys from Cloud KMS are being used. 

E. Grant an owner role for the Cloud KMS project to a different user than the owner of the project where the keys from
Cloud KMS are being used. 

Correct Answer: AB 

https://cloud.google.com/kms/docs/separation-of-duties#using_separate_project 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company\\'s product team has a new requirement based on customer demand to autoscale your stateless and
distributed service running in a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) duster. You want to find a solution that minimizes
changes because this feature will go live in two weeks. What should you do? 
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A. Deploy a Vertical Pod Autoscaler, and scale based on the CPU load. 

B. Deploy a Vertical Pod Autoscaler, and scale based on a custom metric. 

C. Deploy a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler, and scale based on the CPU toad. 

D. Deploy a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler, and scale based on a custom metric. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/concepts/horizontalpodautoscaler 

The Horizontal Pod Autoscaler changes the shape of your Kubernetes workload by automatically increasing or
decreasing the number of Pods in response to the workload\\'s CPU or memory consumption, or in response to custom
metrics reported from within Kubernetes or external metrics from sources outside of your cluster. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company wants to expand their users outside the United States for their popular application. The company wants
to ensure 99.999% availability of the database for their application and also wants to minimize the read latency for their
users across the globe. 

Which two actions should they take? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a multi-regional Cloud Spanner instance with "nam-asia-eur1" configuration. 

B. Create a multi-regional Cloud Spanner instance with "nam3" configuration. 

C. Create a cluster with at least 3 Spanner nodes. 

D. Create a cluster with at least 1 Spanner node. 

E. Create a minimum of two Cloud Spanner instances in separate regions with at least one node. 

F. Create a Cloud Dataflow pipeline to replicate data across different databases. 

Correct Answer: BF 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You deployed a new application to Google Kubernetes Engine and are experiencing some performance degradation.
Your logs are being written to Cloud Logging, and you are using a Prometheus sidecar model for capturing metrics. You
need to correlate the metrics and data from the logs to troubleshoot the performance issue and send real-time alerts
while minimizing costs. What should you do? 

A. Create custom metrics from the Cloud Logging logs, and use Prometheus to import the results using the Cloud
Monitoring REST API. 

B. Export the Cloud Logging logs and the Prometheus metrics to Cloud Bigtable. Run a query to join the results, and
analyze in Google Data Studio. 
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C. Export the Cloud Logging logs and stream the Prometheus metrics to BigQuery. Run a recurring query to join the
results, and send notifications using Cloud Tasks. 

D. Export the Prometheus metrics and use Cloud Monitoring to view them as external metrics. Configure Cloud
Monitoring to create log-based metrics from the logs, and correlate them with the Prometheus data. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/operations/troubleshoot-gke-faster-with-monitoring-data-in-your-logs 
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